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The “collective responsibility of all States to remove and  eli-
minate the instruments that threaten the safety and security of 
people everywhere, such as the illicit traffic and use of small 
arms, and the accumulation of weapons of mass destruction.” 

Peace is threatened by conflicts, national and international, by 
terrorism, organized crime and civil violence; but human     
security is also menaced by the life-threatening consequences 
of poverty, infectious diseases and environmental 
degradation.

  What is Freedom from Fear ?What is Freedom from Fear ?



It is not the strongest of the speciesIt is not the strongest of the species
that survives, that survives, 

nor the most intelligent,nor the most intelligent,
  but the one most responsive to change but the one most responsive to change 

Charles DarwinCharles Darwin    

The inspiration of this lecture:The inspiration of this lecture:

  Assume your own responsibilities for change.Assume your own responsibilities for change.
Analyze and discuss creatively.Analyze and discuss creatively.

Test innovative ideas. Test innovative ideas.   



We We The Peoples of the WorldThe Peoples of the World......
toward a stronger toward a stronger 

Freedom from Want Freedom from Want 
and a larger Freedom from Fear and a larger Freedom from Fear 

The contents of this lecture:The contents of this lecture:

First partFirst part: : Redefining challenges, values and goals.Redefining challenges, values and goals.
Second partSecond part: : Identifying profiles of protagonists.Identifying profiles of protagonists.
Last partLast part: : Understanding the differences Understanding the differences 
      between plans and real field situations. between plans and real field situations.   



   There is a need of                                                                       
Rethinking, Redesigning and Rebuilding  
the arquitecture of global governance of convergent threats  

   to global security, justice, civil liberties and peace. 

http://www.weforum.org/documents/riskbrowser2010/risks/

Understanding the rapidly changing Understanding the rapidly changing 
interaction between global public goods interaction between global public goods 

and and global public badsglobal public bads  

http://www.weforum.org/documents/riskbrowser2010/risks/
http://www.weforum.org/documents/riskbrowser2010/risks/


Are we confronting new challengesAre we confronting new challenges
  of global governance with politicalof global governance with political

  principles of the past times?principles of the past times?

  #   #   Few leaders have aFew leaders have a  sense of clear and present danger.sense of clear and present danger.
  #   #   Leaders' analytical visionsLeaders' analytical visions  tend to be short-sighted in tend to be short-sighted in 

 time and space, idle, slothful and negligent. time and space, idle, slothful and negligent.
  ## In order to face the complex and inter-related threats of today's In order to face the complex and inter-related threats of today's 

world, new political principles are needed:world, new political principles are needed:

    Fortitude, Extravert leadership,Fortitude, Extravert leadership,                                                     
Adjusted equal opportunitiesAdjusted equal opportunities..



Rebooting global governanceRebooting global governance
            from its core principlesfrom its core principles  

  1.  Respect1.  Respect 6. Coherence6. Coherence
  2.  Responsibility2.  Responsibility 7. Transparency7. Transparency
  3.  Sustainability3.  Sustainability 8. Accountability8. Accountability
  4.  Solidarity4.  Solidarity 9. Credibility9. Credibility
  5.  Subsidiarity5.  Subsidiarity 10. Results orientation10. Results orientation



      Key elements for Key elements for 
      a new ethics of global governance a new ethics of global governance   

FortitudeFortitude in confronting challenges, uncertainties, fears and  in confronting challenges, uncertainties, fears and 
little known changes.little known changes.

Extravert leadershipExtravert leadership, prioritizing the wider goods of global , prioritizing the wider goods of global 
commons rather than self interest.commons rather than self interest.

Adjusted equal opportunitiesAdjusted equal opportunities, smart attitudes to , smart attitudes to 
justice, considering uneven opportunities justice, considering uneven opportunities 
and non-state actors.and non-state actors. 



Articulating Global Ethics into a newArticulating Global Ethics into a new
  paradigm of Global Governance paradigm of Global Governance 

How to articulate How to articulate Fortitude, Altruism and Adjusted Fortitude, Altruism and Adjusted 
equal opportunitiesequal opportunities into effective and just global governance? into effective and just global governance?

1. Principles of Global Ethics1. Principles of Global Ethics..

2. Public-Private Partnerships.2. Public-Private Partnerships.
3. New forms of localism.3. New forms of localism. 



New paradigm of global governanceNew paradigm of global governance

  1.  Principles of Global Ethics 1.  Principles of Global Ethics   

Effective and just global governance should be based on the Effective and just global governance should be based on the 
following five principles:following five principles:

1. Global Justice1. Global Justice
2. Social responsibility2. Social responsibility
3. Environmental stewardship 3. Environmental stewardship 
4. Interdependence4. Interdependence
5. Localism 5. Localism  



New paradigm of global governanceNew paradigm of global governance

2.  Public-Private Partnerships 2.  Public-Private Partnerships   

Must create a synergy between State and Non-State Actors:Must create a synergy between State and Non-State Actors:

Collaborative and problem solving attitudes.Collaborative and problem solving attitudes.

Co-educate on solutions without passport    Co-educate on solutions without passport    
to problems without passport.to problems without passport.
Consolidate evidence based best practices.Consolidate evidence based best practices. 



New paradigm of global governanceNew paradigm of global governance

3.  New forms of localism3.  New forms of localism

  ## Within globalization and universal values maintain Within globalization and universal values maintain reverence  reverence  
for for placeplace  and respect of its culture and customs.and respect of its culture and customs.

  ## Global public goods cannot be arbitrarily applied                            Global public goods cannot be arbitrarily applied                            
      in a in a one size fits allone size fits all fashion. fashion.
    ## In adopting universal values, adapt them from the In adopting universal values, adapt them from the bottom-up.bottom-up.
    ## Integrate withIntegrate with  respect of local traditions and respect of local traditions and 

values.values.
    ##  Consider that Consider that global issues haveglobal issues have                                              

different local impacts.different local impacts.



Integration of global public goodsIntegration of global public goods
(according to the Club of Rome research in 2009/10)(according to the Club of Rome research in 2009/10)



Club of Rome research in 2009/10Club of Rome research in 2009/10

IntegrationIntegration of global public goodsof global public goods  

It focus on developing a better It focus on developing a better 
conceptual and practical       conceptual and practical       
understanding of the world  understanding of the world  
systems within which they are systems within which they are 
linked and embedded. linked and embedded. 

It helps to understand the   It helps to understand the   
linkages between trends,        linkages between trends,        
issues and actions and to issues and actions and to 
identify the drivers of global identify the drivers of global 
change. change. 



1.  Environment and resources1.  Environment and resources 

Club of Rome research in 2009/10Club of Rome research in 2009/10

This cluster relates climate This cluster relates climate 
change, peak oil, ecosystems change, peak oil, ecosystems 
and water. and water. 

Radical and rapid social and Radical and rapid social and 
economic transformations will economic transformations will 
be needed to avert runaway  be needed to avert runaway  
climate change and ecological climate change and ecological 
breakdown.breakdown.



  2.  Globalisation2.  Globalisation   
                            This cluster relates inter-This cluster relates inter-

dependence, distribution of wealth dependence, distribution of wealth 
and income, demographic change, and income, demographic change, 

employment, trade and finance.employment, trade and finance.
  

Rising inequalities and imbalances Rising inequalities and imbalances 
associated with the present path of associated with the present path of 
globalisation risk the breakdown of globalisation risk the breakdown of 

the world economic and financial the world economic and financial 
systems.systems. Club of Rome research in 2009/10Club of Rome research in 2009/10



   3.   World Development3.   World Development

This cluster relates sustainable This cluster relates sustainable 
development, demographic development, demographic 
growth, poverty, environmental growth, poverty, environmental 
stress, food production, health stress, food production, health 
and employment.and employment.

The scandal of abiding poverty, The scandal of abiding poverty, 
deprivation, inequity and        deprivation, inequity and        
exclusion in a wealthy world exclusion in a wealthy world 
must be corrected.must be corrected.



4. Social Transformation:

This cluster relates social This cluster relates social 
change, gender equity, values change, gender equity, values 
and ethics, religion and           and ethics, religion and           
spirituality, culture, identity and spirituality, culture, identity and 
behaviour. behaviour. 

The values and behaviour on The values and behaviour on 
which the present path of world which the present path of world 
development is based must development is based must 
change if peace and progress are change if peace and progress are 
to be preserved within the     to be preserved within the     
tightening human and               tightening human and               
environmental limits.environmental limits.

4.  Social transformation4.  Social transformation

http://www.clubofrome.org/eng/new_path/4/


This cluster relates justice,      This cluster relates justice,      
democracy, governance, solidarity, democracy, governance, solidarity, 
security and peace. security and peace.         

The present path of world              The present path of world              
development risks alienation,       development risks alienation,       
polarization, violence and conflict. polarization, violence and conflict. 
The preservation of peace is vital in The preservation of peace is vital in 
itself but is also a precondition for itself but is also a precondition for 
progress and for the resolution of progress and for the resolution of 
the issues which threaten               the issues which threaten               
the future. the future. 

5.  Peace and Security 5.  Peace and Security 



OO

  IntegrityIntegrity
ProfessionalismProfessionalism
Respect of diversity Respect of diversity 
Ability to think outside the boxAbility to think outside the box
Understanding of soft power opportunities              Understanding of soft power opportunities              

                                                                                            

22ndnd part: part:  Major characteristic of the profile  Major characteristic of the profile
of present and future Peacekeeping officersof present and future Peacekeeping officers



OO

ProfessionalismProfessionalism Client orientationClient orientation

CommunicationCommunication LeadershipLeadership

Team workTeam work VisionVision

Planning and organizationPlanning and organization AccountabilityAccountability

                                                                                                                    

Major professional abilities Major professional abilities 
of modern Peacekeeping officers, 1of modern Peacekeeping officers, 1



OO

    ...a third party who combines the attributes of     ...a third party who combines the attributes of     
patience, restraint, advocacy, approachable and patience, restraint, advocacy, approachable and 
tactful personality, ability to persuade and          tactful personality, ability to persuade and          
influence, perspective, impartiality,                      influence, perspective, impartiality,                      
flexibility and speed, and humour...flexibility and speed, and humour...

        from: Michael Harbottle, Peace-keeping, peace-making, peace-building:             from: Michael Harbottle, Peace-keeping, peace-making, peace-building:             
A multi-professional experience in non-violent actionA multi-professional experience in non-violent action  

Major professional abilities Major professional abilities 
of modern Peacekeeping officers, 2of modern Peacekeeping officers, 2



OO

E.T.H.I.C.S.E.T.H.I.C.S.

Every Technique However Insidious to Compete Every Technique However Insidious to Compete 
SuccessfullySuccessfully

Eradicate Troublesome Headaches through Eradicate Troublesome Headaches through 
Increased Compliance & SurveillanceIncreased Compliance & Surveillance

Establish Thoughtful Honest Insightful                  Establish Thoughtful Honest Insightful                  
Customer- friendly Services Customer- friendly Services 
C. Bauer, Better Ethics Now.C. Bauer, Better Ethics Now.

Major professional abilities Major professional abilities 
of modern Peacekeeping officers, 3.of modern Peacekeeping officers, 3.



1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGDifferent vulnerabilities related to MDGs.s.

2.  2.  The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.

3.  3.  Different definitions of specific PK field missions.Different definitions of specific PK field missions.

4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.

5. 5. Different relevance of International political care.Different relevance of International political care.

6.  Different governance weaknesses.6.  Different governance weaknesses.

33rdrd part: part: Understanding the differences bet Understanding the differences bet--
ween plans, theories and real field situations.ween plans, theories and real field situations.



 GOAL 1. ERADICATE EXTREME POVERTY AND HUNGER 
� Reduce by half the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day 
� Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all, including women 
and young people 
� Reduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from hunger 

GOAL 2. ACHIEVE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION 
� Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primary schooling 

GOAL 3. PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY AND EMPOWER WOMEN 
� Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education preferably by 2005, 
and in all levels of education no later than 2015. 

GOAL 4. REDUCE CHILD MORTALITY 
� Reduce by two thirds the mortality of children under five 

GOAL 5. IMPROVE MATERNAL HEALTH 
� Reduce maternal mortality by three quarters 
� Achieve universal access to reproductive health 
 

1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.



GOAL 6. COMBAT HIV/AIDS, MALARIA AND OTHER DISEASES 
� Halt and reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS 
� Achieve, by 2010, universal access to treatment for HIV/AIDS for those in need 
� Halt and reverse the incidence of malaria and other major diseases 

GOAL 7. ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
� Integrate principles of sustainable development into country policies and         
  programmes; reverse the loss of environmental resources 
� Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a reduction in the rate of loss 
� Halve the proportion of people without access to safe drinking water                 
  and basic sanitation 
� Improve the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers by 2020 

1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.



GOAL 8. 
DEVELOP A GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT 

 Develop further an open, rule-based, predictable,                  
non-discriminatory trading and financial system 
� Address special needs of the least developed countries, land-
locked countries and small island developing States 
� Deal comprehensively with developing countries’ debt 
� In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access 
to affordable essential drugs in developing countries 
� In cooperation with the private sector, make available the     
benefits of new technologies, especially information and    
communications technologies

1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.



1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.
1.1. Grim repercussions of the economic crisis1.1. Grim repercussions of the economic crisis

  The encouraging trend in the The encouraging trend in the eradication of eradication of 
hungerhunger since the early 1990s  since the early 1990s was reversed was reversed   
in 2008, largely due to higher food prices. in 2008, largely due to higher food prices. 

  The The prevalence of hunger is now on the rise,prevalence of hunger is now on the rise,  
from 16 per cent in 2006 to 17 per cent in from 16 per cent in 2006 to 17 per cent in 
2008 and following years.2008 and following years.

  
  A decrease in international food prices in A decrease in international food prices in 

the second half of 2008 has not translated the second half of 2008 has not translated 
into more affordable foodinto more affordable food for most people.          for most people.         

          Ban Ki-moon, UN  MDG report 2009Ban Ki-moon, UN  MDG report 2009



ProgressProgress towards the eight goals                       towards the eight goals                      
has slowed or reversed.has slowed or reversed.
Major Major advances advances in the fight against extreme in the fight against extreme 
poverty from 1990 to 2005, poverty from 1990 to 2005, have stalled. have stalled. 
The number of The number of people living on less than $1.25people living on less than $1.25 a day  a day 
decreaseddecreased from 1.8 billion to 1.4 billion.  from 1.8 billion to 1.4 billion. 
In 2009, an estimated 55 million to 90 millionIn 2009, an estimated 55 million to 90 million
more people lived in extreme povertymore people lived in extreme poverty than  than 
anticipated before the crisis.  anticipated before the crisis.  
  Ban Ki-moon, UN  MDG report 2009Ban Ki-moon, UN  MDG report 2009

1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.
1.1. Grim repercussions of the economic crisis1.1. Grim repercussions of the economic crisis



There is a significant delay 
in the process to achieve by 2015 
all targets and goals established 

by the Millenium Development declaration 

1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.Different vulnerabilities related to MDGs.
1.2. Low and slow achievements of MDG targets1.2. Low and slow achievements of MDG targets



1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGDifferent vulnerabilities related to MDGs.s.

2.  2.  The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.

3.  3.  Different definitions of specific PK field missions.Different definitions of specific PK field missions.

4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.

5. 5. Different relevance of International political care.Different relevance of International political care.

6.  Different governance weaknesses.6.  Different governance weaknesses.

33rdrd part: part: Understanding the differences bet Understanding the differences bet--
ween plans, theories and real field situations.ween plans, theories and real field situations.



During the 28 years of my civil service in the    During the 28 years of my civil service in the    
developing world, I have witnessed tens of man developing world, I have witnessed tens of man 
made disasters, civil wars, humanitarian crisis. made disasters, civil wars, humanitarian crisis.       
I have lived close to the worst horrors of           I have lived close to the worst horrors of           
humankind and I have observed the protagonists. humankind and I have observed the protagonists. 
Capital, crimes and conflicts were always closely Capital, crimes and conflicts were always closely 
associatedassociated. Never one of them was missing or not . Never one of them was missing or not 
prominent.prominent.

2. The nexus between 2. The nexus between 
              capital, crimes and conflictscapital, crimes and conflicts. 1. . 1. 



Conflict is interwoven with organised crimeConflict is interwoven with organised crime  which manwhich man--
ages arms trafficking, contraband of petroleum, diamonds, ages arms trafficking, contraband of petroleum, diamonds, 
precious metals, trafficking of drugs and of human beings. precious metals, trafficking of drugs and of human beings. 

War leaves in its wake, death, devastation, and an War leaves in its wake, death, devastation, and an 
enormous quantity of arms.enormous quantity of arms. These arms, according to  These arms, according to 
some estimates, cause a 25 percent rise in homicides in the 5 some estimates, cause a 25 percent rise in homicides in the 5 
years following the end of a conflict. Half of civil wars that are years following the end of a conflict. Half of civil wars that are 
resolved with a peace agreement are transformed into a new resolved with a peace agreement are transformed into a new 
conflict within 5 years. Events of war, organised crime and  conflict within 5 years. Events of war, organised crime and  
terrorism interact and perpetuate the spiral of human          terrorism interact and perpetuate the spiral of human          
tragedy.tragedy.

The nexus between The nexus between 
                      capital, crimes and capital, crimes and conflictsconflicts.      2..      2.



#  #  Illicit tradeIllicit trade, accounts for 7-10% of the world economy., accounts for 7-10% of the world economy.
## It fuels It fuels devastating conflictsdevastating conflicts and has become the principal        and has become the principal       

economic activity of several economic activity of several fragile statesfragile states, severely      , severely      
undermining their legitimacy.undermining their legitimacy.

## Terrorist groupsTerrorist groups engage widely in illicit trade to finance their  engage widely in illicit trade to finance their 
activities, in collaboration with activities, in collaboration with transnational crime networks,transnational crime networks,
illicit drug trade, trade in small arms and human trafficking     illicit drug trade, trade in small arms and human trafficking     
continue to expand and produce a tremendous human toll.  continue to expand and produce a tremendous human toll.  

## Nothing so undermines Nothing so undermines investment climates as investment climates as armed armed 
insecurity.insecurity. 

                Sources: WEF GAC report on illicit trade, 2010, and 
                          World Bank, World Development Report, 2008.

The nexus between The nexus between 
                    capital, capital, crimescrimes and conflicts.        3. and conflicts.        3.



Trafficking of humans.   Trafficking of humans.   2.4 million 2.4 million $ 32 billion.$ 32 billion. 
Human SmugglingHuman Smuggling $ $ 10 billion  10 billion  
Drug trafficking  Drug trafficking  $ 400 billion $ 400 billion 
Illegal logging  Illegal logging  $ 5 billion$ 5 billion
Environmental, pollution, natural resources   Environmental, pollution, natural resources   $ 2 billion $ 2 billion 
Trafficking in weapons  Trafficking in weapons  200.000 dead 200.000 dead $ 1 billion$ 1 billion
CBRN CBRN 1,562 incidents1,562 incidents 65 % lost65 % lost
Trafficking in art Trafficking in art $  6 billion          $  6 billion           
Counterfeiting of goods   Counterfeiting of goods   $  200 billion       $  200 billion       
Counterfeit medicines   Counterfeit medicines   700.000 dead 700.000 dead $  75 billion             $  75 billion             
Cigarette smuggling  Cigarette smuggling  unpaid taxesunpaid taxes $  5 billion         $  5 billion         
Money Laundering                   2-5% of gl.GDP Money Laundering                   2-5% of gl.GDP $ 800 - 2,000 billion$ 800 - 2,000 billion  
Cyber-crimeCyber-crime
Sources: WEF GAC report on illicit trade, 2010

The nexus between The nexus between 
                    capital, capital, crimescrimes  and conflicts.        4.and conflicts.        4.



       

  

The nexus between The nexus between 
                    capitalcapital,,  crimescrimes and conflicts.      5. and conflicts.      5.

The The Havocscope Black Markets Havocscope Black Markets 
Products IndexProducts Index                                                                          
suggests that the global illicit trade suggests that the global illicit trade 
reaches  reaches  $1.023 trillion per year$1.023 trillion per year 

http://www.havocscope.com/indexes/products/

http://www.havocscope.com/indexes/products/


1.1. Different vulnerabilities related to MDGDifferent vulnerabilities related to MDGs.s.

2.  2.  The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.The nexus between capital, crimes and conflicts.

3.  3.  Different definitions of specific PK field missions.Different definitions of specific PK field missions.

4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.4.  Different impact of emerging risks of conflict.

5. 5. Different relevance of International political care.Different relevance of International political care.

6.  Different governance weaknesses.6.  Different governance weaknesses.

33rdrd part: part: Understanding the differences bet Understanding the differences bet--
ween plans, theories and real field situations.ween plans, theories and real field situations.



The following field missions may include PK goals or tasks:The following field missions may include PK goals or tasks:
Peace keeping Peace keeping 
Peace making and reconciliation  Peace making and reconciliation  
Armed or unarmed observer missionsArmed or unarmed observer missions
Supervised electionsSupervised elections
Humanitarian action and protection of minoritiesHumanitarian action and protection of minorities
Security in emergency relief operationsSecurity in emergency relief operations
Post conflict nation buildingPost conflict nation building
Law enforcement, counter maritime piracy, Law enforcement, counter maritime piracy, 
counter coup...counter coup...
  

3.  3.  Different definitions Different definitions 
of specific PK field missions.of specific PK field missions.



  

4. 4. 
4. Different impact 4. Different impact 

of emerging risks of conflict. of emerging risks of conflict. 
( All maps are from the World Economic Forum risk monitoring project )( All maps are from the World Economic Forum risk monitoring project )



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

4. Different impact 4. Different impact 
of governance weaknesses.of governance weaknesses.



  

Significant gaps in democratic control of security Significant gaps in democratic control of security 
governance governance 

Multiple standards in the UN Security Council       Multiple standards in the UN Security Council       
decision making.decision making.

Regional Institutions have different criteria           Regional Institutions have different criteria           
and sense of urgency.and sense of urgency.

Regional collaboration on security matters Regional collaboration on security matters 
is variable and often unpredictable.is variable and often unpredictable.

5. 5. Different relevance Different relevance 
of International political careof International political care



6. Different impact 6. Different impact 
of governance weaknessesof governance weaknesses

  Different variables which may affect governance stability Different variables which may affect governance stability 
during PK missions include: during PK missions include: 

Previous political regimePrevious political regime Economy, employmentEconomy, employment
Food securityFood security Corruption, money politicsCorruption, money politics
Public healthPublic health Ethnic conflictsEthnic conflicts
EducationEducation Access to information Access to information 
Democracy gapsDemocracy gaps Foreign debt Foreign debt 
Spiritual and religious valuesSpiritual and religious values Foreign remittancesForeign remittances
Child soldiersChild soldiers Military powerMilitary power
Availability of small armsAvailability of small arms MilitiasMilitias



Wealth without workWealth without work
Pleasure without consciencePleasure without conscience
Knowledge without characterKnowledge without character

Business without ethicsBusiness without ethics
Science without humanityScience without humanity
Worship without sacrificeWorship without sacrifice
Politics without principlesPolitics without principles

Seven Deadly Sins by Mohandas Gandhi

 
 
 
  
 

To build the other peoples' peace,To build the other peoples' peace,
build yours firstbuild yours first



 
 
 
  
 

I wish you a great PK Masters course 
and an amazing life 

to serve most vulnerable people
 in the next decades. 

Thank you 
www . sandrocalvani . it
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